**BREAK-BARREL Rifles**

**Model 350 Feuerkraft™.177/.22 1250/1050 fps 625 yds**

**Model 350 P Magnum .177/.22 1000/1250 fps 625 yds**

**Pro 34 P Compact .177/NA 1000/NA fps 575 yds**

**Pro 34 P .177/NA 1000/NA fps 575 yds**

**34 Meisterschütze™ PC .177/NA 1000/NA fps 575 yds**

**Schütze™ .177/NA 580/NA fps 400 yds**

**ATTENTION: THIS IS A HIGH POWERED AIR RIFLE FOR USE BY PERSONS 16 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING. THE PURCHASE, USE AND OWNERSHIP OF AIR RIFLES MUST BE CONFIRMED WITH YOUR LOCAL CITY, COUNTY, OR STATE LAWS. THIS AIR RIFLE IS NOT INTENDED FOR THE USE OF MINORS.**

**WARRANTY & REPAIR**

**RWS® Limited Lifetime Warranty is valid only for guns sold in the USA.**

**Model 48, 52, 54**

**Pro 34 (Compact)**

**Model 17**

**Model 34 P**

**Model 34 P Compact**

**Model 350 Feuerkraft™**

**Model 350 Feuerkraft™ PC**

**Model 350 P Magnum**

**Pro 34**

**34 Meisterschütze™ PC**

**34 P Magnum**

**34 P Compact**

**22 Caliber Cylinder Velocity Danger Distance**

**E1®**

**Break-Barrel & Under-Lever Pellet Rifles**
getting it from another person or from storage. 

BARREL: Side-Cocking and Under lever rifles, insert the cleaning rod coating the bore with a good acid-free and resin-free oil or grease. Always of time be sure the barrel is protected. This can be accomplished by unloading pellet from the gun. Keep rifle away from children and untrained shooters. Protect your rifle from moisture and dirt; clean gun parts that must be adjusted by loosening the screw (4), move it to the right: adjust clockwise. If to the left: adjust counterclockwise. 

CAUTION: CHECK TO SEE THAT THE AIR RIFLE IS UNLOADED WHEN GETTING FROM STORAGE OR ANOTHER PERSON.

BARREL: 

In day to day use, very little dirt or residue will accumulate in the air rifle. To clean, remove the handle by loosening the screw (4), move it to the right: adjust clockwise. If to the left: adjust counterclockwise. 

CAUTION: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REUSE FIRED PELLETS OR PELLETS WHICH ARE DEFORMED. PROJECTILES SUCH AS STEEL SHOT (BBS) AND DARTS MAY PERMANENTLY DAMAGE THE AIR RIFLE.

IF THE AIR RIFLE IS FIRED TO THE RIGHT OR BREAK BARREL, IT WILL CAUSE THE PISTON TO BOTTOM OUT IN THE CYLINDER WHICH CAN PERMANENTLY DAMAGE THE AIR RIFLE.

BARREL: 

Never leave any airgun cocked for more than a few minutes because of the risk of permanent damage to the airgun.

Warranty and Repair

RWS® London, Inc. offers this warranty only for guns sold in the USA. The warranty is for the original retail purchaser and covers any defect in workmanship and materials for the life of the air rifle. Any RWS® London, Inc. gun which is returned to the company for warranty work in warranty or materials will be replaced, or at the option of RWS® London, Inc., for only the price paid for the warranty or materials, respectively. 

Unmarked or unauthorized modifications are not covered by this warranty. Exceptions to this warranty are dry firing and modification of the coloration of the air rifle. Airguns are not designed for reassembly and improper disassembly or reassembly can cause serious injury or death.

ATTENTION: THIS IS A HIGH POWERED AIR RIFLE FOR USE BY PERSONS 16 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE PURCHASING AND USER SHOULD CONFORM TO ALL LAWS GOVERNING THE PURCHASE, USE AND HANDLING OF AIR RIFLES.

NOTE: The levels of pressure for Break-Barrel, Side-Lever, and Under-Lever Pellet Rifles are based on the average pressure of a 0.22 caliber (.22 cal) air rifle. These are the levels which are used to obtain the highest accuracy and have been certified under the regular five year policy. The pressures for Break-Barrel, Side-Lever, and Under-Lever Pellet Rifles are based on the average pressure of a 0.177 caliber (.177 cal) air rifle. These are the levels which are used to obtain the highest accuracy and have been certified under the limited lifetime warranty.
BARREL: Be sure to check your rifle. It may or may not work correctly. If it does not work correctly, return it to the factory for repair. Do not attempt to repair the barrel. Never try to remove the barrel from the breech. Always remove the barrel by the correct method, as recommended by the manufacturer. Make sure the barrel is clean and free of any obstructions before attempting to assemble the rifle.

BE SURE TO CHECK THAT THE AIR RIFLE IS UNLOADED WHEN REMOVING FROM STORAGE OR BEFORE REASSEMBLING.

MAINTENANCE WORKS ON AIRGUNS:

Piston & Cylinder:

REPLACE MAINSPRING:

BARREL & UNDER LEVER RIFLES:

REPLACEMENT OF ANY RIFLE WAS ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED TO SOLVE OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE. ANY MODIFICATION OR TAMPING OF ANY PART OF THE RIFLE WILL VOID THE MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY, AND MAY MAKE IT UNSAFE TO USE. ANY CHANGE IN PERFORMANCE INDICATES POSSIBLE MODIFICATION, TAMPERING, AND/OR WEAR. SUCH AIR RIFLE SHOULD BE INSPECTED, REPLACED, OR PROPERLY REPAIRED BY ONLY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. TO CHECK THAT ITS FUNCTION HAS NOT BEEN ALTERED.

WARNING: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REUSE FIRED PELLETS OR PELLETS WHICH HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE BREECH, IT WILL CAUSE THE PISTON TO BOTTOM OUT IN THE CYLINDER WHICH CAN DAMAGE YOUR AIR RIFLE AND CAUSE INJURY TO YOURSELF OR BYSTANDERS DUE TO THE DANGEROUS UP TO 625 YARDS (571 METERS).

WARNING: THIS AIR RIFLE IS RECOMMENDED FOR ADULT USE ONLY.

WARNING: BEFORE ANY CARE, CLEANING, OR MODIFICATION WORKS ON AIRGUNS, MAKE SURE THE AIRGUN IS UNLOADED.

SAFETY:

BARREL: Be sure to check your rifle. It may or may not work correctly. If it does not work correctly, return it to the factory for repair. Do not attempt to repair the barrel. Never try to remove the barrel from the breech. Always remove the barrel by the correct method, as recommended by the manufacturer. Make sure the barrel is clean and free of any obstructions before attempting to assemble the rifle.

BE SURE TO CHECK THAT THE AIR RIFLE IS UNLOADED WHEN REMOVING FROM STORAGE OR BEFORE REASSEMBLING.

MAINTENANCE WORKS ON AIRGUNS:

Piston & Cylinder:

REPLACE MAINSPRING:

BARREL & UNDER LEVER RIFLES:

REPLACEMENT OF ANY RIFLE WAS ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED TO SOLVE OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE. ANY MODIFICATION OR TAMPING OF ANY PART OF THE RIFLE WILL VOID THE MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY, AND MAY MAKE IT UNSAFE TO USE. ANY CHANGE IN PERFORMANCE INDICATES POSSIBLE MODIFICATION, TAMPERING, AND/OR WEAR. SUCH AIR RIFLE SHOULD BE INSPECTED, REPLACED, OR PROPERLY REPAIRED BY ONLY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. TO CHECK THAT ITS FUNCTION HAS NOT BEEN ALTERED.

WARNING: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REUSE FIRED PELLETS OR PELLETS WHICH HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE BREECH, IT WILL CAUSE THE PISTON TO BOTTOM OUT IN THE CYLINDER WHICH CAN DAMAGE YOUR AIR RIFLE AND CAUSE INJURY TO YOURSELF OR BYSTANDERS DUE TO THE DANGEROUS UP TO 625 YARDS (571 METERS).

WARNING: THIS AIR RIFLE IS RECOMMENDED FOR ADULT USE ONLY.
getting it from another person or from storage.

From the muzzle end. Remove the oil/grease completely before the next use a soft brush and insert the cleaning rod from the breech end on break coating the bore with a good acid-free and resin-free oil or grease. Always of time be sure the barrel is protected. This can be accomplished by

in when new. If you are going to store your airgun for an extended length

shooters. Store pellets separately from the rifle to keep them from

an adjustable front sight *(3)-See Fig. 7b*. It can

– RWS Models 48, 52 and 54 are equipped with

to the right: adjust clockwise. If to the left:

If the rifle shoots low: turn the screw (1) counterclockwise (See Fig. 7a). Adjustment screw. If the rifle shoots high:

RWS Rifles are equipped with a micrometer

BARREL:

of the barrel.

We recommend the use of RWS Pellets because of their superb accuracy

DAMAGE YOUR AIR RIFLE AND CAUSE INJURY TO YOURSELF OR BYSTANDERS DUE

of the break. The working parts, like piston and mainspring

including face, eye, and ear injury, blindness, or deafness.

ATTENTION: THIS IS A HIGH POWERED AIR RIFLE FOR USE BY PERSONS

16+ YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING. THE

16 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING. THE

MISUSE OR CARELESS USE MAY CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. MAY BE

WARRANTY & REPAIR

RWS’s lifetime warranty does not cover the following, and any defect in workmanship and materials for the life of the air rifle. Any RWS products containing suspect component in workmanship or materials will be replaced or repaired, at the option of RWS, only if the original warranty was still in effect at the time of discovery.

Parts that can wear out, such as seals and mainsprings, will be warranted for fifteen months after 16 years from the original retail purchase date.

Repairs can only be made by our Authorized Service Center. This limited lifetime warranty becomes void for any air gun which has been tampered with, improperly modified or disassembled. Additionally, these guns are covered only by our regular five year policy.

In the event that RWS’s Lifetime Warranty is voided due to improper, modified, or disassembled. Should any defect appear, call

Repairs can only be made by our Authorized Service Center. This

should be noted. The name, address and phone number of the shipper must be

Umarex USA, 7700 Chad Colley Blvd., Fort Smith, Arkansas 72916.

Number. Once you have received an RA Number from the RWS

service department, package the gun carefully in a solid shipping box, include a money order or check in the amount of $30.00 to cover the

service department, package the gun carefully in a solid shipping box, include a money order or check in the amount of $30.00 to cover the

cost of shipping and handling. Write the RA Number boldly on the box

option of the warrantor and to obtain an RA (Return Authorization)

improperly, modified, or disassembled. Should any defect appear, call

Repairs can only be made by our Authorized Service Center. This

the warranty, you have our assurance of a lifetime of shooting

under the warranty, you have our assurance of a lifetime of shooting

in workmanship or materials will be replaced or repaired, at the option of RWS, only if the original warranty was still in effect at the time of discovery.

Parts that can wear out, such as seals and mainsprings, will be warranted for fifteen months after 16 years from the original retail purchase date.

Repairs can only be made by our Authorized Service Center. This limited lifetime warranty becomes void for any air gun which has been tampered with, improperly modified or disassembled. Additionally, these guns are covered only by our regular five year policy.

In the event that RWS’s Lifetime Warranty is voided due to improper, modified, or disassembled. Should any defect appear, call

Repairs can only be made by our Authorized Service Center. This

should be noted. The name, address and phone number of the shipper must be

Umarex USA, 7700 Chad Colley Blvd., Fort Smith, Arkansas 72916.

Number. Once you have received an RA Number from the RWS

service department, package the gun carefully in a solid shipping box, include a money order or check in the amount of $30.00 to cover the

cost of shipping and handling. Write the RA Number boldly on the box

option of the warrantor and to obtain an RA (Return Authorization)

improperly, modified, or disassembled. Should any defect appear, call

Repairs can only be made by our Authorized Service Center. This

the warranty, you have our assurance of a lifetime of shooting

under the warranty, you have our assurance of a lifetime of shooting

in workmanship or materials will be replaced or repaired, at the option of RWS, only if the original warranty was still in effect at the time of discovery.

Parts that can wear out, such as seals and mainsprings, will be warranted for fifteen months after 16 years from the original retail purchase date.

Repairs can only be made by our Authorized Service Center. This limited lifetime warranty becomes void for any air gun which has been tampered with, improperly modified or disassembled. Additionally, these guns are covered only by our regular five year policy.
getting it from another person or from storage.

barrel rifles. On side cocking and under lever rifles, insert the cleaning rod
use a soft brush and insert the cleaning rod from the breech end on break
coating the bore with a good acid-free and resin-free oil or grease. Always
of time be sure the barrel is protected. This can be accomplished by

in when new. If you are going to store your airgun for an extended length

untrained shooters. Protect your rifle from moisture and dirt; clean gun

NEVER STORE A LOADED OR COCKED GUN. Put “ON SAFE” and

CAUTION: CHECK TO SEE THAT THE AIR RIFLE IS UNLOADED WHEN

shooting range, and return, prepaid to:

WARNING:  DO NOT BRANDISH OR DISPLAY THIS PRODUCT IN PUBLIC –

ATTENTION: THIS IS A HIGH POWERED AIR RIFLE FOR USE BY PERSONS

*purchase, use and ownership of air rifles.

WARNING:  THIS AIR RIFLE IS RECOMMENDED FOR ADULT USE ONLY.

NEVER DRY FIRE YOUR AIR RIFLE

barrel near the breech block or on the breech block.

WORKING PARTS:

the numbers 0-9 on the elevation

BARREL:

BARREL:

INSPECTIONS AND MAINTAIN YOUR AIR RIFLE PROPERLY.

CAUTION: THE COMPONENTS OF YOUR AIR RIFLE WERE ENGINEERED AND

ALL PRODUCTS ARE DEFORMED. PROJECTILES SUCH AS STEEL SHOT (BBS) AND DARTS MAY


The exposed metal parts (rear sight, blue finish and MUST be wiped clean using a

SIGHT ADJUSTMENT

3000 SCREW ADJUSTMENTS

5000 CUSTOMIZATIONS

Model 350 Feuerkraft™ PC .177/.22 1250/1050 fps 625 yds

Model 350 P Magnum .177/.22 1000/1250 fps 625 yds

Model 350 Magnum .177/22 1250/950 fps 600 yds

Model 34 P .177/.22 1000/800 fps 575 yds

Model 34 Meisterschütze™ Pro .177/NA 1000/NA fps 575 yds

Model 34 Schütze™ .177/NA 580/NA fps 400 yds

Model 54 .177/.22 1100/900 fps 600 yds

Model 52 .177/.22 1100/900 fps 600 yds

Model 48 .177/.22 1100/900 fps 600 yds

Model 350 P Compact .177/22 1250/950 fps 600 yds

The correct caliber is clearly stamped on the

BARREL & Under-Lever Pellet Rifles

4950 model 34 pro

4900 model 34

4590 model 34 magnum

4550 model 34 Schütze™

4500 model 34 meisterschütze™ pro

4450 model 34 P

4400 model 34 P Compact

4350 model 34

4300 model 34 Magnum

4300 model 33

4250 model 48

4200 model 48 Magnum

4150 model 48 Schütze™

4100 model 48 Meisterschütze™

4050 model 48 Magnum Pro

4000 model 48 P

3950 model 48 Meisterschütze™ Pro

3900 model 48 P Compact

3850 model 48 Pro

3800 model 48 Schütze™

3750 model 48 Magnum Pro

3700 model 48 Magnum

3650 model 48 P

3600 model 48 P Compact

3550 model 48 Schütze™

3500 model 48 Magnum Pro

3400 model 48 Magnum

3350 model 48 Schütze™

3300 model 48 Magnum Pro

3250 model 48 Magnum

3200 model 48 Schütze™

3150 model 48 Magnum Pro

3100 model 48 Magnum

3050 model 48 Schütze™

3000 model 48 Magnum Pro

2950 model 48 Magnum

2900 model 48 Schütze™

2850 model 48 Magnum Pro

2800 model 48 Magnum

2750 model 48 Schütze™

2700 model 48 Magnum Pro

2650 model 48 Magnum

2600 model 48 Schütze™

2550 model 48 Magnum Pro

2500 model 48 Magnum

2450 model 48 Schütze™

2400 model 48 Magnum Pro

2350 model 48 Magnum

2300 model 48 Schütze™

2250 model 48 Magnum Pro

2200 model 48 Magnum

2150 model 48 Schütze™

2100 model 48 Magnum Pro

2050 model 48 Magnum

2000 model 48 Schütze™

1950 model 48 Magnum Pro

1900 model 48 Magnum

1850 model 48 Schütze™

1800 model 48 Magnum Pro

1750 model 48 Magnum

1700 model 48 Schütze™

1650 model 48 Magnum Pro

1600 model 48 Magnum

1550 model 48 Schütze™

1500 model 48 Magnum Pro

1450 model 48 Magnum

1400 model 48 Schütze™

1350 model 48 Magnum Pro

1300 model 48 Magnum

1250 model 48 Schütze™

1200 model 48 Magnum Pro

1150 model 48 Magnum

1100 model 48 Schütze™

1050 model 48 Magnum Pro

1000 model 48 Magnum

950 model 48 Schütze™

900 model 48 Magnum Pro

850 model 48 Magnum

800 model 48 Schütze™

750 model 48 Magnum Pro

700 model 48 Magnum

650 model 48 Schütze™

600 model 48 Magnum Pro

550 model 48 Magnum

500 model 48 Schütze™

Continued...